
Photography Workshop – 'Sea and Shore'
The Naze Education and Visitor Centre

Saturday 26  th   September 2020 – 1.30pm to 7.30pm

Daniel  Bridge is  running a one-day workshop designed to
help you get more from your coastal photography, exploring
composition,  subject  matter,  long  exposures,  lighting,
weather, and more. 

You're happy using your camera, you know what ISO is, and
how  and  why  to  change  your  aperture,  and  the  effects
caused by differing shutter speeds.  You ideally own a tripod,
and would like to explore the variety of shots just waiting to
be made  when you're on a beach, either looking out to sea,
down at your feet, or at the structures found along the coast.
With a slideshow and discussion in the afternoon,  using a
range of  examples  shot  at  the  Naze,  Wales,  and  Norfolk,
Daniel  will  explain the techniques used, how and why the
shots were taken as they were, and key composition ideas.

Aims of the Day

To  improve  your  coastal  photography!   There's  a  huge range of  images that  can be
created when you're  at  the  beach,  and  we'll  look  at  how  to  see  the  potential  there,
envisage what can be achieved, improve the composition, and be more creative.

What you need to know

A basic understanding of your camera will be very helpful, as knowing how to change
aperture, shutter speed, and other settings is fundamental to this workshop.  Have a look
at the 'Know The Basics' Workshop if you feel you need help with this aspect.  

What you need to bring

A camera!  Any sort of camera is fine for this workshop. Whilst some techniques will be
more appropriate for SLRs, compact cameras allow you to do most of what we cover.
A Tripod.  It  will  be  a  huge advantage,  so  if  you  have  one,  bring  it!   There  will  be
compromises to the images if you don't have a tripod, I have one that you could share,
but think about investing in a decent one, they're hugely useful.  
Memory Cards/Spare Batteries.  We'll be trying many different techniques and it would
be a shame to feel  limited by the number of  exposures you could take.   Ensure any
batteries are fully charged! 
Any lenses/accessories you may have.  You never know when you might need them.
Footwear and Clothing suitable for a walk on the beach.  Including wet weather gear.
A Snack.  Snacks are not included in the cost of the day - please remember to bring
something with you to eat.
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Itinerary

The day starts at 1.30p.m. at the Visitor Centre, at the Naze.

The afternoon session consists  of  a  classroom based slideshow and discussion about
techniques, subjects and equipment.

After a short snack break at around 4.00pm, we will go down to the beach to explore what
we have covered indoors, allowing some one-to-one time with each participant.  We will
stay at the shoreline as the tide comes in until around 7.30pm, completing the workshop.

Where To Go

The workshop takes place at:

Essex Wildlife Trust
The Naze Education and Visitor Centre
Old Hall Lane
Walton-on-the-Naze
Essex
CO14 8LE 

Tel: 01255 679379
Email: naze@essexwt.org.uk

How To Book

The cost for the day is just £60.00 and booking is essential.  

Please ring the Essex Wildlife Trust Visitor Centre at the Naze on 01255 679379 to book your
place.
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We look forward to seeing you on what promises to be a fun and informative day, in the
beautiful scenery of the Naze.


